Teaching
English
in Poland
English language summer camps in Poland
- American volunteers in action!

Teaching English in Poland
(TEIP)
- what we do
TEIP is a unique English teaching program organized
by The Kosciuszko Foundation Poland and The Kosciuszko Foundation,
Inc. in New York. The program is centered around American volunteers
who come to summer camps all around Poland to teach conversational
English and familiarize students with American culture through sports,
art and cultural projects.
During two summer weeks, we provide Polish students with
an opportunity to improve their language skills. They learn under
the careful eye of experienced American teachers (around a dozen
volunteers at each camp) who conduct classes in small groups. Teachers
are supervised by a leader responsible for making sure the program runs
smoothly and effectively. Teachers, accompanied by their assistants,
organize interactive classes which enable Polish students to enrich
their vocabulary connected to culture, history, geography, American
customs and traditions. Language immersion is key - we encourage
students to let go of any inhibitions in speaking and to let themselves
communicate freely. There is no better way to achieve that than
spending summer vacation with native speakers.
Singing American rock classics with a guitar in hand? Building paper
factory and publishing your own book? Learning American dances
or how to play the ukulele? Or maybe preparing Polish and American
dishes together? Taking part in the TEIP program is an exciting
adventure for all participants!

Who does what?
Managing TEIP requires a lot of effort - especially, since our team
works on both sides of the Atlantic. This is how we share and divide
tasks at different stages of the project:

THE AMERICAN TEIP TEAM
(leader coordinator together with The Kosciuszko Foundation Inc. and volunteers)
Application:
choosing camp leaders
and volunteers

Preparing engaging,
interactive classes
for camp participants

A workshop dedicated
to American and Polish
leaders - everyone
is coming to Warsaw

Organizing the arrival
of volunteers in Poland
and…

...sharing knowledge
and positive energy
with kids during their
summer vacation!

Overseeing the quality
of projects carried out
during camps

Preparing a publication
on teaching foreign
languages outside
the classroom
curriculum

Organizing the arrival
of Americans at the
camp and a 3-day trip
after the camp, which
will enable them to get
to know the region
and Polish culture
better

Making sure that
volunteers feel at home,
have numerous
opportunities to get
to know Polish customs
and culture, as well
as adequate teaching
tools and support during
carrying out their
projects

KOSCIUSZKO FOUNDATION POLAND
Connecting American
volunteers with Polish
camp organizers

Choosing and preparing
locations in which
the camps will take
place

Organizing workshops
and webinars for Polish
and American leaders

POLISH CAMP ORGANIZERS
(schools, cultural institutions, social organizations)
Selecting camp
participants and teams
of Polish educators
(preferably English
language teachers)

Participating
in a dedicated workshop
with American leaders
and the Kosciuszko
Foundation Poland team

Providing room
and board, as well
as adequate teaching
and learning conditions
for Polish and American
staff and children

What does a year with TEIP
look like?
November recruiting American volunteers - camp leaders,
- February: teachers and theaching assistants, as well as choosing
Polish camp locations and managers

March
- April:

getting to know each other - meetings of American
and Polish team leaders during workshops to plan
and organize camp activities and schedules

May:

signing contracts with Polish organizers, preparing
for the camps

June
- August:

the arrival of American volunteers, intensive
English classes, sports, artistic activities, trips,
bonfires, discussions… this is what TEIP is all about!

TEIP in numbers
The TEIP program has been in operation since 1991 - that’s 28 years
almost 150 camps organized all around the country

thousands of American volunteers who visited Poland
2 980 234 songs sung during classes,
145 000 cakes baked,
20 cowboy hats gifted by an American teacher,
4 broken guitars and
37 lost baseball mitts:)

Who are we?
The Kosciuszko Foundation Inc.
The Foundation was established in 1925 in New York.
For almost a hundred years, it has been providing children,
students, and scientists from Poland and the U.S. with
scholarships and grants. It promotes Polish culture
and science by organizing exhibitions, concerts,
and competitions. It serves as an advocate
of Polish art abroad. It also preserves the memory
of Tadeusz Kościuszko - an exceptional general,
insurrectionist, leader - a Polish immigrant
to the United States.
The Kosciuszko Foundation Poland
The Foundation has been in operation since 2010. It supports
intellectual, scientific and cultural exchanges between Poland
and the U.S.. The Foundation’s team organizes cultural events
and co-organizes scholarship residencies for scientists
and artists. The Polish team also facilitates the residence
of American students in Poland. It organizes contests
and participates in choosing nominees for the
The Kosciuszko Foundation awards for exceptional doctors
(The Bohdan and Sigmunt Janczewski Prize) and scientists
(FameLab). The Kosciuszko Foundation Poland works towards
the benefit of our common, Polish-American history.

Find out more at:
www.thekf.org
facebook: @FKPoland, @thekf.org
teip@thekf.org

